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Abstract
In this paper, we prove a multidimensional extension of the so-called Bipolar Theorem proved
in Brannath and Schachermayer (S/eminaire de Probabilit/es, vol. XXX, 1999, p. 349), which
says that the bipolar of a convex set of positive random variables is equal to its closed, solid
convex hull. This result may be seen as an extension of the classical statement that the bipolar
of a subset in a locally convex vector space equals its convex hull. The proof in Brannath and
Schachermayer (ibidem) is strongly dependent on the order properties of R. Here, we de6ne a
(partial) order structure with respect to a d-dimensional convex cone K of the positive orthant
[0;∞)d. We may then use compactness properties to work with the 6rst component and obtain
the result for convex subsets of K-valued random variables from the theorem of Brannath and
Schachermayer (ibidem). As a byproduct, we obtain an equivalence property for a class of
minimization problems in the spirit of Kramkov and Schachermayer (Ann. Appl. Probab 9(3)
(1999) 904, Proposition 3.2). Finally, we discuss some applications in the context of duality
theory of the utility maximization problem in 6nancial markets with proportional transaction
costs.
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1. Introduction
Let (;F; P) be a probability space and denote by L0(K ;;F; P) the linear space
of equivalent classes of K-valued random variables (with K ⊂ Rd) on (;F; P),
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equipped with the topology of convergence in measure. Although this space fails to
be locally convex, it was shown in Brannath and Schachermayer (1999), that an ana-
logue to the classical bipolar theorem can be obtained for subsets of L0(R+;;F; P),
if we put L0(R+;;F; P) in duality with itself, the ‘scalar product’ 〈Y; Z〉 := E[YZ]
taking possibly in6nite values. The polar of a subset C of L0(R+;;F; P) is then
de6ned as C0 := {X ∈L0(R+;;F; P) :E [XY ]6 1 for all Y ∈C} and the bipolar
C00 := {Y ∈L0(R+;;F; P) :E [XY ]6 1 for all X ∈C0} is characterized as being the
smallest closed (in measure), convex and solid subset of L0(R+;;F; P) containing
C. Here, the order structure of R and the notion of solidity plays a crucial role. It
means that for Y ∈C00 and Z ∈L0(R+;;F; P), if Y ¿Z , then Z ∈ C00. In particu-
lar, if C is convex, the above characterization implies that any element Z ∈C00 can be
approximated, from above, by a sequence in C, in the sense that for any Z ∈C00 there
exists a sequence (Yn)n in C such that Yn →P Y ¿Z . It follows that, roughly speaking,
minimizing a non-increasing convex functional over C or C00 are equivalent, when-
ever C is convex. As C00 is closed in probability, it will be generally easier to obtain
the existence of an extremum in C00 but this will not change the associated value
function.
The formulation of this bipolar result was originally motivated by an application
in Mathematical Finance. In the theory of 6nancial markets, it is usual to rely on a
duality relation between some random variables, interpreted as contingent claims, and
on Radon–Nicodym derivatives of some absolutely continuous martingale measures. As
L0(R+;;F; P) remains unchanged if P is replaced by an equivalent measure, it turns
out to be a natural space to work on (see e.g. Delbaen and Schachermayer (1999), for
a description of these duality relations).
However, the above mentioned theory does not allow to take into account the costs
arising from transactions when dealing with a 6nancial market. In models with transac-
tion costs, each component of a portfolio process needs to be isolated as it corresponds
to an investment in a particular asset. This means that a portfolio must be modeled by
a vector valued process. This problem does not appear in frictionless markets where
exchanges can be instantaneously performed without any impact on the global wealth
value. Similarly, contingent claims are modeled by Rd-valued random variables, each
component corresponding to a liability in a given 6nancial asset. Finally, it turns out
that Radon–Nikodym derivatives need to be replaced by a family of processes with
values in a convex cone K of [0;∞)d. It follows that the natural space to work
on is L0(K ;;F; P) instead of L0(R+;;F; P) (see Section 3.2 and the references
therein).
Motivated by the above discussion, we extend the bipolar theorem of Brannath and
Schachermayer (1999), to convex subsets of L0(K ;;F; P), where K is a convex
cone of [0;∞)d. A natural way to do this consists in placing L0(K ;;F; P) in po-
larity with L0(K0;;F; P), where K0 is the positive polar of K in the sense of
convex analysis. Considering the partial ordering induced by K , we then introduce
a notion of K-solidity which extend the notion of solidity de6ned in Brannath and
Schachermayer (1999), for subsets of L0(R+;;F; P). This result is then applied to the
duality theory of utility maximization in 6nancial markets with proportional transaction
costs.
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2. The bipolar theorem
To a closed convex cone K of [0;∞)d, i.e. that for x∈K and ¿ 0, x∈K , one
may associate its positive polar
K0 :=
{
x∈Rd : x · y :=
d∑
i=1
xiyi¿ 0 ∀y∈K
}
:
One may easily prove that K00 = K as a consequence of the Hahn–Banach theorem.
Given the closed convex cone K in [0;∞)d, one may de6ne a partial order ¡K on
[0;∞)d by the following relation
y ¡K y′ ⇔ y − y′ ∈K;
which, by means of the Hahn–Banach theorem, can be equivalently de6ned by
y ¡K y′ ⇔ x · (y − y′)¿ 0 for all x∈K0:
We now consider a corresponding notion for a convex subset C of L0(K ;;F; P), the
set of K-valued random variables. For such a set, we de6ne its “positive” polar C0 as
C0 := {X ∈L0(K0;;F; P) :E[X · Y ]6 1 for all Y ∈C}:
The bipolar C00 of C is then de6ned as
C00 := {Y ∈L0(K ;;F; P) :E[X · Y ]6 1 for all X ∈C0}:
On L0(K ;;F; P), we shall work with the topology of convergence in probability. In
particular, we shall say that a subset of L0(Rd;;F; P) is closed if it is closed in
probability.
Denition 2.1. Let K be a convex cone of [0;∞)d and C a subset of L0(K ;;F; P)
We say that
(i) C is K-solid if
f∈C; g∈L0(K ;;F; P) and f ¡K g P-a:s: ⇒ g∈C:
(ii) C is bounded in probability, if for ¿ 0, we can 6nd some M ¿ 0 such that:
P[‖f‖¿M ]¡ for all f∈C
where ‖:‖ denotes the euclidian norm on Rd.
(iii) C is hereditarily unbounded on a set A∈F if, for every B ⊂ A with P(B)¿ 0,
its restriction to B, {f5B; f∈C}, fails to be bounded in probability.
From now on, we consider K a closed convex cone of [0;∞)d and C a convex subset
of L0(K ;;F; P). In the following, we denote by K the linear subspace generated
by K .
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Throughout, we shall use the following hypotheses.
H1: K ∩ @[0;∞)d = {0}.
H2: C ∩ L0(ri(K);;F; P) = ∅, where ri(K) stands for the relative interior of K as a
subset of K.
We are now in position to formulate an extension of the unidimensional Bipolar
Theorem set in Brannath and Schachermayer (1999).
Theorem 2.2. Let K be a closed convex cone in [0;∞)d and C be a convex subset
of L0(K ;;F; P). Then
(i) C0 is closed, convex and K0-solid.
(ii) Assume further that H1–H2 hold. Let D be the smallest closed, convex, K-solid
set in L0(K ;;F; P) containing C. Then, C00 = D.
(iii) Let NC denote the closed hull of C for the convergence in probability. Then,
D = {f∈L0(K ;;F; P); ∃Y ∈ NC; Y ¡K f}:
Remark 2.3. It follows from (iii) that for all f∈C00, there exists some sequence
(Yn)∈C such that Yn→Y ∈C00 in probability with Y ¡K f.
The proof is based on an extension of Lemma 2.3 in Brannath and Schachermayer
(1999) which considers the case d= 1 and K = R+. Before setting this result and its
proof, let us make some technical remarks about the topology of the convex set K and
it positive polar K0. We set K˜0 := K0 ∩K.
Property 2.4. Let K be a closed convex cone in [0;∞)d satisfying H1. Fix some
vector e∈ ri(K) with ‖e‖= 1.
(i) K ⊂ [0;∞)d ⊂ K0 so that K ⊂ K˜0.
(ii) Let K˜01 := K˜
0 ∩ {x∈Rd : ‖x‖e :=
∑d
i=1 |xi|ei = 1}. Then, ‘K (y) := minx∈K˜01 x ·
y6 ‖y‖e for all y∈Rd.
(iii) For any y∈K and any ¿ 0; ‘K (y) = ‘K (y). Moreover, ‘K (:) is continuous
on K .
(iv) For y∈K; y∈K ⇔ ‘K (y)¿ 0.
(v) For y∈K; y∈ ri(K) ⇔ ‘K (y)¿ 0.
(vi) For y∈K , one has y ¡K ‘K (y)e and −‘K (−y)e¡K y‘K (e).
(vii) There is a constant ce ¿ 0 such that ‘K (y)¿ cef, for all y∈K and f∈R+
such that y ¡K fe.
The proof of the above list is given in Appendix A.
We now set the required extension of Lemma 2.3 in Brannath and
Schachermayer (1999).
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Lemma 2.5. Let K ⊂ [0;∞)d be a convex cone satisfying H1, e∈ ri(K) such that
‖e‖=1, and C be a convex subset of L0(K ;;F; P) satisfying H2. Then, there exists
a partition of  into disjoint sets u, b ∈F such that
(i) The restriction Cb of C to b is bounded in probability.
(ii) C is hereditarily unbounded in probability on u.
(iii) If P[b]¿ 0, there exists a probability measure Qb∼P|b such that C is bounded
in L1(Rd;;F; Qb). Moreover, we can choose Qb such that dQb=dP is uniformly
bounded.
(iv) For all ¿ 0, there exists some f in
C˜ := {f∈L0(R+;;F; P) :∃Y ∈C; Y ¡K fe}:
such that
P[u ∩ {f¡−1}]¡:
(v) Letting D be the smallest closed, convex, K-solid set in L0(K ;;F; P) containing
C, then
D = Db ⊕ L0(K ;;F; P)|u ;
where Db is the restriction of D to b.
Proof. (1) We shall use Lemma 2.3 of Brannath and Schachermayer (1999), to con-
struct the two sets b and u. De6ne
C˜ := {f∈L0(R+;;F; P) :∃Y ∈C; Y ¡K fe}:
It is obviously a convex subset of L0(R+;;F; P) and therefore, by Lemma 2.3 of
Brannath and Schachermayer (1999), there exist b and u such that the restriction of
C˜ to b is bounded in probability, C˜ is hereditarily unbounded in probability on u,
and (iv) holds.
(2) We now prove (ii). Let ¿ 0 and B a measurable subset of u such that
P(B)¿ 0. By Lemma 2.3 of Brannath and Schachermayer (1999), for each M ¿ 0,
there exists some f∈ C˜ such that P[B∩{f¿M=ce}]¿ . By de6nition of C˜, there is
Y ∈C such that Y ¡K fe and so, by Property 2.4 (ii) and (vii), ‖Y‖e¿ ‘K (Y )¿ cef.
Therefore, P(B ∩ {‖Y‖e ¿M})¿P[B ∩ {f¿M=ce}]¿ .
(3) We prove (i) and (iii). Observe that {y∈K :y1 = 1} is compact since K ∩
@[0;∞)d = {0}. Therefore, using Property 2.4 (iii) and (v), there exists some cK ¿ 0
such that
‘K (y)¿ cKy1 for all y∈ ri(K): (2.1)
Fix NY in L0(ri(K);;F; P) ∩ C. For all Y ∈C; 12 (Y + NY )∈L0(ri(K);;F; P) ∩ C, so
that ‘K ( 12 (Y + NY ))¿ cK=2(Y
1+ NY 1). As {y∈K :y1=1} is compact, there is an M ¿ 0
such that for all y∈K; ‖y‖6McK=2y1 and so
‖Y‖6M cK
2
Y 16M
cK
2
(Y 1 + NY 1)6M‘K
(
1
2
(Y + NY )
)
: (2.2)
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Now, from Property 2.4 (vi), {‘K (Y ); Y ∈C} ⊂ C˜ so that ‘K ( 12 (Y + NY ))∈ C˜. As C˜ is
bounded in probability on b, one obtains (i) by (2.2). (iii) is obtained in the same
way, by application of Lemma 2.3 (3) of Brannath and Schachermayer (1999), to C˜.
(4) We 6nally prove (v). Observing that the set D will not change if we replace C
by its K-solid hull, we shall assume from now on that C is K-solid.
Clearly, D ⊂ Db ⊕ L0(K ;;F; P)|u . We prove the inverse inclusion. Let h= v+w
for v∈Db and w ∈L0(K ;;F; P)|u .
For f∈ C˜, there exists Y ∈C such that Y ¡K fe. Therefore, using Property 2.4
(vii), ‘K (Y )¿fce and so Y ¡K ‘K (Y )e ¡K fcee, the 6rst relation coming from
Property 2.4 (vi). As C is K-solid, fcee∈C. We have proved that
{cefe :f∈ C˜} ⊂ C:
Using (iv), we therefore can choose a sequence fne∈C such that
P[u ∩ {fn ¡n2}]¡ 1=n2 ¡ 1=n:
Let An := {fne¡K nw} and de6ne wn = nw5An + fne5Acn .
Set hn := (1−1=n)v+(1=n)wn. By de6nition of An, fne¡K wn and so, by K-solidity
of C; wn ∈C. Therefore, wn ∈D. As v∈D, and D is convex, hn ∈D. We claim that
1
n
wn→w in probability as n→∞; (2.3)
so that h∈D by closedness of D.
By choice of fn, observe that fn=n→+∞ in probability on u. Therefore, we may
replace fn by a subsequence still denoted (fn) for which the convergence takes place
almost surely and so we may suppose that for almost every !∈u; fn(!)=n→ +∞.
By the homogeneity of ‘K (see Property 2.4 (iii)) one has
‘K (fn(!)e − nw(!)) = fn(!)‘K
(
e − n
fn(!)
w(!)
)
:
Arguing ! by !, we see that the last quantity is nonnegative for large n, as ‘K
is continuous, ‘K (e)¿ 0 as e∈ ri(K), and fn(!)=n→ + ∞. Therefore, for large n,
fn(!)e−nw(!)∈K (by Property 2.4 (iv)) and so fn(!)e¡K nw(!) which is to say
wn(!) = nw(!). This shows (2.3).
We now go on with the proof of our main result.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. (1) The fact that C0 is closed is easily obtained using Fatou’s
Lemma and the convexity is obvious. Moreover, if X ∈C0 and X ¡K X ′, one has
that for any Y ∈K00 = K , (X − X ′) · Y ¿ 0. Therefore, X · Y ¿X ′ · Y and so E(X ′ ·
Y )6E(X · Y )6 1 hence the solidity.
(2) Let us now prove (ii). By Lemma 2.5 there exists a partition {u; b} of 
such that the restriction Cb := {f5b :f∈C} of C to b is bounded in probability.
Let D be the smallest closed, convex, K-solid set in L0(K ;;F; P) containing C.
By Lemma 2.5
D = Db ⊕ L0(K ;;F; P)|u : (2.4)
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We want to prove C00 = D. As C00 is closed, convex and K-solid, and obviously
contains C, one has C00 ⊃ D.
Suppose 6rst that P(b) = 0. Then, D= L0(K ;;F; P) ⊃ C00. Since D ⊂ C00, one
has the desired result.
We now consider the case P[b]¿ 0, so that we can 6nd a probability measure
Qb ∼ P|b such that C is bounded in L1(Rd;;F; Qb).
Let us prove that C00 ⊂ D.
Suppose that we can 6nd some f0 ∈ C00 \ D and denote fb = f05b . De6ne
D˜b := {h∈L1(Rd;;F; Qb) :∃f∈Db; f ¡K h; Qb-a:s:}:
Observe that this set is not empty since C ⊂ D∩L1(Rd;;F; Qb). We now prove that
D˜b is closed in probability.
Let (hn) be a sequence in D˜b such that hn→h in probability. By the de6nition of
D˜b, there is a sequence (fn)∈Db such that for each n; fn ¡K hn. For each i; (fin)
is a sequence of non-negative random variables so that, by Lemma 3.3 in Kramkov
and Schachermayer (1999), there is a sequence (f˜ n) with f˜ n ∈ conv(fk; k¿ n) that
converges P-a:s: to some f˜ with values in [0;∞]d. As Db is convex and closed,
we see that f˜ ∈ Db. Let (h˜n) denote the sequence of convex combinations of (hn),
constructed with the same coeRcients as the f˜ n’s from the sequence (fn). We have,
by the convexity of K ,
f˜ n ¡K h˜n for each n¿ 1:
Since, up to subsequences, f˜ n→f˜ and h˜n→h P-a:s:, we get by closedness of K that
f˜ ¡K h so that h∈ D˜b.
We can now conclude the proof of (ii). For n¿ 0, consider fn := fb5{‖fb‖6n}. It
is an element of C00 by the K-solidity of C00. One has fn→fb, Qb-a:s.
Let us prove that fn ∈ D˜b. Assume indeed that fn ∈C00 \ D˜b. By the separation ver-
sion of Hahn–Banach theorem (see e.g. Schaefer, 1996), using the fact that D˜b is closed
in probability and therefore closed in L1, there exists some X ∈L∞(Rd;;F; Qb), such
that E(fn ·X )¿ 1 and E(f ·X )6 1 for all f∈ D˜b. As the constant function with value
0Rd is in D (by solidity), one has L1(−K ;;F; Qb) ⊂ D˜b. De6ne
Y = arg min
y∈K; y1=1
y · X:
It is a bounded random variable taking values in K as by compactness and convexity
the previous minimum is unique and attained continuously. Moreover, by the de6nition
of K0,
Y · X 5X ∈K0 ¡ 0: (2.5)
For k ¿ 0, de6ne  k := −kY5X ∈K05b : This is an element of D˜b: Therefore, for any
k ¿ 0,
E( k · X ) =−kE(Y · X 5X ∈K05b)6 1:
As −E(Y ·X 5X ∈K05b)¿ 0, this implies −E(Y ·X 5X ∈K05b)=0 and so −Y ·X 5X ∈K0 =0;
Qb-a:s. Using (2.5), one sees that X ∈K0; Qb-a:s. For any Y ∈C, Y5b ∈ D˜b and
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therefore 1¿E(Y5b ·X )=E(Y ·X 5b) which means that X 5b ∈C0. As fn =fn5b ,
one has E(fn · X ) = E(fn · X 5b)¿ 1 and so fn ∈ C00: a contradiction.
So fn ∈ D˜b. It follows that there exists some  ∈Db⊂D such that  ¡K fn, Qb-a:s.
This shows that fn ∈D as Qb∼P and D is solid.
Finally, as D is closed and fn→fb; Qb-a:s:, fb ∈Db and by (2.4), this implies
f0 ∈D, a contradiction. Hence the converse inclusion C00⊂D and the required
equality.
(3) We 6nally prove (iii). Since D is closed and C⊂D, one has NC⊂D. As D is
solid, the solid hull of NC,
solid( NC) := {f∈L0(K ;;F; P); ∃Y ∈ NC; Y ¡K f}
is a subset of D. As solid( NC) is moreover obviously convex, it is suRcient to prove
that solid( NC) is closed in probability to obtain the equality between the two sets. This
is obtained by the same arguments as in the above proof of the closedness of D˜b.
3. Application to minimization problem
We start by de6ning the optimization problem in an abstract form. The interpretation
in the context of 6nancial markets with transaction costs will be discussed at the end
of this section.
3.1. The general case
In all this section, we shall consider a real valued convex mapping V on Rd with
dom(V ) = K; (3.1)
where K is a closed convex cone satisfying H1 and dom(V ) := {z ∈Rd; |V (z)|¡+∞}.
We further assume that V is K-non-increasing in the sense that
y ¡ y′ ⇒ V (y′)¿V (y): (3.2)
This notion of K-monotonicity is natural as we are working with the partial ordering
¡K . Finally, we suppose that there are some b¿ 0 and +¿ 0 such that
V (y)6 −+V (y); for all ∈ (0; 1]; y∈ dom(V ); with ‘K (y)6 b: (3.3)
Remark. The previous hypothesis is related to the following so-called reasonable
asymptotic elasticity condition:
lim sup
‘K (y)→0
(
sup
q∈−@V (y)
q · y
)/
V (y)¡∞; (3.4)
where @V (y) is the subgradient of V in the sense of convex analysis. The notion of
reasonable asymptotic elasticity has been introduced in the context of 6nancial markets
in Kramkov and Schachermayer (1999) and appears to be necessary and suRcient for
several key results in the duality theory of utility maximization (see the survey paper
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Schachermayer, 2000). It has been extended to the context of non-smooth functions
on Rd in Deelstra et al. (2002). An important property of convex functions satisfying
(3.1), (3.2) and (3.4) is that there is some b¿ 0 and +¿ 0 such that (3.3) is satis6ed
(see Kramkov and Schachermayer (1999), for the one dimensional case and Lemma
4.1 in Deelstra et al. (2002), for the multivariate case).
We now consider C, a convex subset of L0(K ;;F; P) satisfying H2. The optimiza-
tion problem is de6ned as
v(C) := inf
Y∈C; E(|V (Y )|)¡∞
E[V (Y )]: (3.5)
The usual convention inf ∅=∞ is used to de6ne the above quantity.
It is well known that problem (3.5) has, in general, no optimal solution even in the
case where C is bounded in L1(K ;;F; P) (see Kramkov and Schachermayer (1999)
for a counter example in a 6nancial context), so that we need to extend our optimization
problem to the closed, convex and K-solid hull of C. The following proposition shows
that this can be done without changing the value function.
Proposition 3.1. Let C be a convex subset of L0(K ;;F; P) satisfying H1–H2. Let V
be a convex real valued mapping satisfying (3.1)–(3.3). Assume further that v(C)¡∞.
Then,
v(C) = v(C00) := inf
Y∈C00 ; E(|V (Y )|)¡∞
E[V (Y )]:
Proof. Since C ⊂ C00, one has v(C)¿ v(C00). Let us prove the converse inequality.
Consider some Y∗ ∈C00 such that E[|V (Y∗)|]¡∞. By Theorem 2.2 and Remark
2.3, there exists a sequence (Yn)n in C and some Y ∈C00 such that Yn→Y; P-a:s: and
Y ¡K Y∗.
Fix some NY ∈C such that E[|V ( NY )|]¡∞. Its existence is guaranteed by the as-
sumption that v(C)¡∞.
Choose ∈ (0; 1). One has  NY + (1 − )Yn ¡K  NY , and so by (3.2), V ( NY +
(1 − )Yn)6V ( NY ). Now, V ( NY ) = V ( NY )5‘K ( NY )6b + V ( NY )5‘K ( NY )¿b. As  NY ¡K
‘K ( NY )e = ‘K ( NY )e by Property 2.4 (iii) and (vi), one has
V ( NY )5‘K ( NY )¿b6V (be)5‘K ( NY )¿b
and so, using (3.3),
V ( NY )+5‘K ( NY )¿b6V (be)
+5‘K ( NY )¿b6 
−+V (be)+5‘K ( NY )¿b;
since, by Property 2.4 (ii) and the normalization ‖e‖e = 1, we have ‘K (e)6 1 which
implies that ‘K (be)6 b by Property 2.4 (iii).
On the other hand, using (3.3) again, one has V ( NY )+5‘K ( NY )6b6 
−+V ( NY )+5‘K ( NY )6b.
We conclude that
V ((1− )Yn +  NY )+6 −+[V (be)+ + V ( NY )+]:
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It follows that {V ((1− )Yn +  NY )+ ; n¿ 1} is uniformly integrable. Therefore, by
(3.2) and the inequalities (1 − )Y +  NY ¡K (1 − )Y∗ +  NY ¡K (1 − )Y∗ for all
∈ (0; 1), using Fatou’s lemma and the a.s. continuity of V at (1− )Y +  NY ,
lim sup
n→∞
EV ((1− )Yn +  NY )6 EV ((1− )Y +  NY )6EV ((1− )Y∗ +  NY )
6 EV ((1− )Y∗):
Since by convexity of C; (1−)Yn+ NY ∈C for each n, it follows that, for all ∈ (0; 1),
inf
Z∈C
EV (Z)6EV ((1− )Y∗):
Using (3.3) again, we see that {V ((1 − )Y∗)+; ∈ (0; 1=2)} is uniformly integrable.
Letting →0, we therefore obtain that
inf
Z∈C
EV (Z)6EV (Y∗):
This shows that v(C) 6 v(C00).
Remark 3.2. This result extends Proposition 3.2 of Kramkov and Schachermayer
(1999), in the sense that we consider a multivariate framework and do not assume
that C is closed under countable convex combinations. However, the above arguments
heavily rely on the assumption that v(C)¡∞. It cannot be used to retrieve the impli-
cation v(C00)¡∞⇒ v(C)¡∞. In some speci6c cases, for instance if V (y) is of the
form -(‘K (y)) or -(x · y) for some convex decreasing function - and some x∈K0,
it is possible to follow the approximation argument of Kramkov and Schachermayer
(1999) but this appears to be complicated in the general case.
In order to obtain an existence result in C00, we shall appeal to one of the following
conditions
V1: V ¿M for some M ∈R.
V2: V is not bounded from below, r ∈R+ →V (re) is strictly convex for some e∈ ri(K)
and limr→+∞ V ′(re) = 0 (where V ′ denotes the right-hand derivative of V ).
Observe that, up to a normalization, we can assume that ‖e‖= 1.
Proposition 3.3. Let C be a convex subset of L0(K ;;F; P) satisfying H1–H2 such
that C0∩ [0;∞)d \{0} = ∅. Let V be a convex real valued mapping satisfying (3.1)–
(3.2) such that either V1 or V2 hold. Assume that v(C00)¡∞. Then, there exists
some Y∗ ∈C00 such that
v(C00) = E[V (Y∗)]:
Proof. (1) Let (Yn)n be a minimizing sequence for v(C00). C00 is bounded in L1
(Rd;;F; P) since there is some non zero constant / with non-negative components
in C0. Suppose indeed that /j ¿ 0. As {y∈K; yj = 1} is compact, there is a constant
¿ 0 such that for y∈K; y6 |yj|. Therefore, if Y ∈C00,
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E(‖Y‖)6 E(Y j) = 
/j
E(Y j/j)6

/j
E(Y · /)6 
/j
:
Using the convexity of K , we deduce from KomlSos’s Lemma (KomlSos, 1967) that
there is a subsequence (Y˜ n)n with Y˜ n ∈ conv{Yk ; k¿ n} such that Y˜ n→Y∗ P-a:s: for
some Y∗ ∈L0(K ;;F; P). By the convexity of C00, Y˜ n ∈C00 so that by closedness of
C00 (Theorem 2.2), Y∗ ∈ C00. We shall prove in step 2 that
the sequence (V (Y˜ n)−)n is uniformly integrable: (3.6)
V being convex, (Y˜ n)n is also a minimizing sequence, so that by (3.6) and Fatou’s
Lemma
v(C00) = lim inf
n→∞ E[V (Y˜ n)]¿E[V (Y∗)]:
Since Y∗ ∈C00, this proves the desired result.
(2) We now prove (3.6). If V1 holds, V is bounded from below, so that (3.6) holds.
We now assume that V2 holds. As e∈ ri(K), for all y∈K , we can 6nd some r(y)¿ 0
such that r(y)e¡K y.
It follows from the fact that V is K-decreasing and V− is unbounded that
lim inf
r→∞ V (re) =−∞: (3.7)
Let - be the inverse of r ∈ (0;∞) → −V (re) so that - is well de6ned and is convex
by V2. Observe that - is non decreasing by (3.2). Then, by Property 2.4 (vi) and
(3.2)
E[-(V (Y˜ n)−)]6 E
[
-
(
V
(
−‘K (−Y˜ n)
‘K (e)
e
)−)]
6-(0) + E
[
−‘K (−Y˜ n)
‘K (e)
]
;
where the last inequality comes from separating the cases where V
(−‘K (−Y˜ n)e=‘K (e))
is positive or negative. The last term is uniformly bounded since (Yn) is bounded in
L1(Rd;;F; P) and
−‘K (−Y˜ n) = max
x∈K˜01
x · Y˜ n6
d∑
i=1
1
ei
Y˜ in:
Finally, E[-(V (Y˜ n)−)] is uniformly bounded. To prove (3.6), it remains to prove that
lim
r→∞
-(r)
r
=∞: (3.8)
Observe that
lim inf
r→∞
-(r)
r
= lim inf
r→∞
r
−V (re) :
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By L’Hoˆpital rule, as limr→+∞ V ′(re) = 0,
lim inf
r→∞
r
−V (re) =∞
which proves (3.8).
3.2. Application to the dual formulation of the utility maximization problem under
proportional transaction costs
We now turn to the application of Proposition 3.1 to the problem of utility maxi-
mization in 6nancial markets with proportional transaction costs. When the underlying
6nancial assets are modelled by diUusion processes, this problem can be studied by
analytical methods (see e.g. the pioneering work of Davis and Norman (1990)). Here,
we shall consider the duality approach which was 6rst used, in this context, by Cvitani/c
and Karatzas (1996). Our aim is not to obtain an existence or duality result but only
to show how Theorem 2.2 and Proposition 3.1 may be used in order to extend the
result of Theorem 2.2 (iv) of Kramkov and Schachermayer (1999), to our context. For
the convenience of the reader, we 6rst describe the 6nancial market and the convex
subset (of L0(Rd;;F; P)) of natural dual variables. We then consider its polar and
bipolar sets and explain how they are related to 6nancial strategies. Finally, we intro-
duce the associate dual problems and provide conditions under which they lead to the
same value function, in the spirit of Theorem 2.2 (iv) of Kramkov and Schachermayer
(1999). This is the object of Corollary 3.8 and Lemma 3.9.
3.2.1. The @nancial market
Given a 6nite time horizon T , we consider a complete probability space, with trivial
initial 2-algebra, (;F; F=(Ft)t6qT ; P), supporting a semimartingale S := (S1; : : : ; Sd)
with positive components: Si ¿ 0P-a:s: for each i=1; : : : ; d. Here, Si will be interpreted
as the price process corresponding to the ith asset.
We next de6ne the closed convex cone of [0;∞)d
K = {y∈ [0;∞)d :yj − (1 + ij)yi6 0; 16 i; j6d};
for some ∈Md+, the set of square matrices with d columns and non-negative entries.
We shall later interpret ij as the proportional transaction cost which is paid when one
transfers money from the account invested in the ith asset to the account invested in
the jth asset.
3.2.2. Hedgeable contingent claims and duality
For each z ∈K , we de6ne the convex subset of L0(K ;;FT ; P)
C(z) := {ZT ; Z ∈D with Z0 = z};
where D is the set of F-adapted K-valued processes Z such that ZiSi is a martingale
for all i6d. Observe that 0∈D = ∅.
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Let us interpret this set in 6nancial terms. First, we can easily check that the positive
polar of K is given by
K0 =

x∈Rd :∃a∈Md+; xi +
∑
j =i
aji − (1 + ij)aij¿ 0; 16 i6d


(see Kabanov, 1999). Here K0 has the following interpretation. Consider a 6nancial
market where a transfer aij of money from the account invested in asset i to the one
invested in asset j induces a transaction cost ijaij: to obtain the amount aij of asset
j we have to pay (1 + ij)aij of asset i. Then, the element of K0 can be interpreted
as the vectors of portfolio holdings such that a no-bankruptcy condition holds which
means that the liquidation value of the portfolio is non-negative: after some suitable
(instantaneous) transfers of funds (represented by the matrix a) between the diUerent
parts of the portfolio, we can obtain a portfolio x˜, de6ned by
x˜ i = xi +
∑
j =i
aji − (1 + ij)aij for 16 i6d;
with non-negative components. K0 is the so-called solvency region. Observe that for
x, x′ ∈ Rd, x − x′ ∈K0 means that, if we start with the portfolio x, we can 6nd
some suitable transfers such that the induced portfolio x˜ dominates x′ component by
component.
We now 6x an initial endowment x∈ Int(K0) (observe that (0;∞)d ⊂ Int(K0) = ∅).
A 6nancial strategy is modelled by an adapted process L with values in Md+ such that
each component Lij is non-decreasing, right-continuous, has bounded variations and
satis6es Lij0− = 0. For each t ∈ [0; T ]; Lijt represents the cumulative amount of money
transferred from the account invested in asset i to the account invested in asset j in
the time interval [0; t]. We denote by A the set of such processes. Given L∈A, the
induced portfolio process X x;L is de6ned as the solution of
X it = x
i +
∫ t
0

X it− dSitSit− +
d∑
j =i; j=1
dLjit − (1 + ij) dLijt

 i6d:
Here, X i corresponds to the amount of money invested in the ith asset.
We shall denote by Ab the set of L∈A such that, for each t ∈ [0; T ], X x;Lt −
cLSt ∈K0 P-a:s: for some real valued constant cL.
We de6ne Xb(x) (resp. Xsb(x)) as the set of random variables X ∈L0(K0;;F; P)
such that, for some L∈Ab; X x;LT = X P-a:s: (resp. X x;LT − X ∈K0 P-a:s:). This is the
set of attainable (resp. super-hedgeable) contingent claims starting with the initial
endowment x.
Lemma 3.4. For all Z ∈D and L∈Ab, the process (X x;Lt · Zt)t6T is a super-
martingale. In particular, for all X ∈Xsb(x) and (z; Z)∈K × C(z)
E[X · Z]6 x · z: (3.9)
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The proof of the super-martingale property can be found in Kabanov and Striker
(2002). Inequality (3.9) is then a direct consequence of the de6nition of C(z) and
Xsb(x).
Remark 3.5. Under some mild assumptions on the model, Xsb(x) can be completely
characterized by D (equivalently {(z; Z)∈K × C(z)}) through the hedging theorem
Xsb(x) = {X ∈L0(K0;;F; P) :E[X · ZT − x · Z0]6 0 for all Z ∈D};
= {X ∈L0(K0;;F; P) :E[X · Z]6 x · z for all (z; Z)∈K × C(z)}:
This provides a dual characterization of Xsb(x) in terms of {(z; Z)∈K × C(z)}. We
shall not enter into details here and we refer to Kabanov and Striker (2002), for
conditions under which this equality holds.
The above lemma together with Remark 3.5 show that the elements of D play a
similar role as the density of martingale measures for S in frictionless markets : the
product of a portfolio with an element of D is a super-martingale, and, under some
mild assumptions, the set of super-hedgeable claims is completely characterized by D
through the hedging theorem.
It follows that there is a natural duality between Xsb(x) and {(z; Z)∈K×C(z)}, which
can be exploited to prove that existence holds in the utility maximization problem, as
described in the next subsection.
For each z ∈K , we now de6ne the “positive” polar and bipolar of C(z)
C0(z) :=
{
X ∈L0(K0;;F; P) :E [X · Z]6 1 for all Z ∈C(z)} ;
C00(z) :=
{
Z ∈L0(K ;;F; P) :E [X · Z]6 1 for all X ∈C0(z)} :
The next result shows that (3.9) still holds if we replace C(z) by C00(z).
Property 3.6. For all X ∈Xsb(x) and (z; Z) ∈K × C00(z),
E[X · Z]6 x · z: (3.10)
Proof. Fix z ∈K and X ∈Xsb(x). If z = 0, then x · z¿ 0 since we have assumed that
x∈ Int(K0). It then follows from (3.9) that 1=x · z X ∈C0(z) which proves the result. If
z= 0, then, by de6nition of D; E[SiTZ
i] = 0P-a:s: for each Z ∈C(z) and i∈{1; : : : ; d}.
Since SiT ¿ 0 for each i∈{1; : : : ; d} by assumption and K ⊂ [0;∞)d, this shows that
Z = 0P-a:s: so that (3.10) still holds.
3.2.3. Natural duality in the utility maximization problem
Observe that, if the characterization in Remark 3.5 holds, using Property 3.6 one has
Xsb(x) =
⋂
z∈K
{X ∈L0(K0;;F; P) :E[X · Z]6 x · z for all Z ∈C00(z)}: (3.11)
We are interested by the following control problem:
u(Xb(x)) := sup
X∈Xb(x)
E[U (X )];
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where U is a K0-increasing, concave, real-valued mapping with Int(K0) ⊂ dom(U ) ⊂
K0. Here, U is interpreted as a utility function and u(X(x)) is the maximal expected
utility that the 6nancial agent can reach with the initial holding x. In order to exclude
trivial cases, we shall assume that
u(Xb(x))¿−∞: (3.12)
Letting V denote the Fenchel transform
V (y) := sup
x∈K0
[U (x)− x · y];
we deduce from (3.9) that
u(Xb(x))6 inf
z∈K
v(C(z)) + z · x; where; for z ∈K;
v(C(z)) := inf
Z∈C(z)
E[V (Z)]: (3.13)
Hence, because of Remark 3.5, the dual problem is naturally de6ned as
inf
z∈K
inf
Z∈C(z)
E[V (Z)] + z · x:
However, as already mentioned in the above subsection, the optimum may not be
attained in {(z; Z)∈K×C(z)}. It is therefore natural to extend the set of dual variables
and to consider
v(C00(z)) := inf
Z∈C00(z)
E[V (Z)]: (3.14)
Observe that, by (3.12), (3.10) and the inclusion C(z) ⊂ C00(z), we have
−∞¡u(Xb(x))6 inf
z∈K
v(C00(z)) + z · x6 inf
z∈K
v(C(z)) + z · x: (3.15)
It is generally easier to prove existence of a solution to the dual problem than to
the primal one. This also usually allows a characterization the optimal solution of the
primal problem. One 6rst proves the existence of some (z∗; Z∗)∈K × C00(z∗) such
that
E[V (Z∗)] + z∗ · x = inf
z∈K
inf
Z∈C00(z)
E[V (Z)] + z · x:
Remark 3.7. This existence result can be obtained by using similar arguments as in
the proof of Proposition 3.3 if C0(z) ∩ [0;∞)d \ {0} = ∅ for all z ∈K . If we assume
that S1 represents the bond process in the market and if we use the usual normalization
S1 ≡ 1, i.e. if we think in terms of discounted prices, then for all x∈ Int(K0), we can
6nd some x˜ = (x˜1; 0; : : : ; 0)∈Xb(x) with x˜1 ¿ 0. Here, x˜1 is de6ned as the argmax of
{w¿ 0 : x − (w; 0; : : : ; 0) ∈ K0} which is positive since x ∈ Int(K0) (see Bouchard
(2002), for a detailed presentation of the related notion of liquidating function). Since,
by Lemma 3.4, Xb(x) ⊂ C0(z) for all z ∈K , it follows that x˜∈C0(z) for all z ∈K
therefore C0(z) ∩ [0;∞)d \ {0} = ∅ for all z ∈K .
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Assuming that there exists some X ∗ ∈ − @V (Z∗)(⊂ K0) for which
sup
(z; Z)∈K×C00(z)
E[Z · X ∗ − z · x] = E[Z∗ · X ∗ − z∗ · x] = 0;
we obtain that
E[U (X ∗)] = E[V (Z∗) + Z∗ · X ∗] = E[V (Z∗)] + z∗ · x = inf
z∈K
v(C00(z)) + z · x;
where, under (3.11), X ∗ ∈Xsb(x). By (3.15), this shows that
u(Xb(x)) = E[U (X ∗)] = inf
z∈K
v(C00(z)) + z · x;
and that X ∗ ∈Xb(x) since U is K0-increasing. The existence of some X ∗ satisfy-
ing the above conditions is obtained by means of calculus of variation technics on
the dual problem (we refer to e.g. Davis and Norman (1990), Cvitani/c and Karatzas
(1996), Kabanov (1999), Cvitani/c, and Wang (2001), Bouchard (2002) or Deelstra
et al. (2002), for detailed proofs of existence and duality results which are based on
this approach).
This leads to the usual duality result:
u(Xb(x)) = inf
z∈K
[v(C00(z)) + z · x]: (3.16)
However, this duality is only obtained in terms of C00(z), where C00(z) is constructed
in an arti6cial way. It is natural to ask whether it still holds if we consider the natural
set of dual variables C(z). Proposition 3.1 allows one to obtain a partial answer.
Clearly, K satis6es H1. Using Property 2.4, it is also easily checked that V satis6es
(3.2). Moreover, by Lemma 4.2 in Deelstra et al. (2002), (3.1) holds as soon as (3.4)
does. Hence, we may apply Proposition 3.1, and obtain the extension of Theorem 2.2
(iv) of Kramkov and Schachermayer (1999), stated in the context of 6nancial markets
without transaction costs:
Corollary 3.8. Assume that V satis@es (3.4). Let z ∈K be such that H2 holds for
C(z) and v(C(z))¡∞. Then,
v(C00(z)) = v(C(z)):
It is possible that C(z) does not satisfy H2 for all z ∈K . We therefore need an extra
assumption to prove that equality holds between the two right hand-side terms of
(3.15).
Proposition 3.9. Assume that V satis@es (3.4) and that inf z∈K v(C(z))¡∞.
(i) If
inf
z∈K
[v(C00(z)) + z · x] = inf
z∈KH2
[v(C00(z)) + z · x] (3.17)
where KH2 := {z ∈K :C(z) ∩ L0(riK ;;F; P) = ∅}, then
inf
z∈K
[v(C00(z)) + z · x] = inf
z∈K
[v(C(z)) + z · x]:
(ii) If ri(K) ⊂ KH2, then (3.17) holds.
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Remark 3.10. Assume that there exists some Q∼P such that S is a Q-martingale. Set
HT = E[dQ=dP|FT ]. Then, for all Nz ∈ ri(K); ( NZt)t6T = (NzE[HT |Ft])t6T lies in D and
satis6es NZT ∈C( Nz) ∩ L0(ri(K);;F; P). It follows that H2 holds for all Nz ∈ ri(K), i.e.
ri(K) ⊂ KH2.
Proof. We shall use the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 3.1.
(i) We 6x ( Nz; NZ)∈K × C( Nz) such that E[V ( NZ)]¡∞ and some (z∗; Z∗)∈KH2 ×
C00(z∗) such that E[V (Z∗)]¡∞. Since H2 holds for C(z∗), we can 6nd a sequence
(Zn)n ∈C(z∗) and some Z ∈C00(z∗) such that, up to a subsequence, Zn→Z P-a:s: and
Z ¡K Z∗ P-a:s. For ∈ (0; 1), we deduce from the same arguments as in the proof of
Proposition 3.1 that
lim sup
n→∞
E[V ((1− )Zn +  NZ)]6E[V ((1− )Z∗)]:
Since (1− )Zn +  NZ ∈C((1− )z∗ +  Nz), we deduce that
inf
z∈K
[v(C(z)) + z · x]6E[V ((1− )Z∗)] + (1− )z∗ · x +  Nz · x:
Finally, letting →0 and arguing as in the proof of Proposition 3.1, we obtain
inf
z∈K
[v(C(z)) + z · x]6 inf
z∈KH2
[v(C00(z)) + z · x] := inf
z∈K
v(C00(z)) + z · x
(the last equality holds by assumption).
(ii) Fix (z∗; Z∗) ∈ K × C00(z∗) such that E[V (Z∗)]¡∞; Nz ∈ ri(K) and NZ ∈C00( Nz).
Observe that for ∈ (0; 1), (1 − )Z∗ +  NZ ∈C00((1 − )z∗ +  Nz) and (1 − )z∗ +
 Nz ∈ ri(K) ⊂ KH2 by assumption. Using the fact that V is K-non decreasing, this
shows that
inf
z∈KH2
[v(C00(z)) + z · x]6 E[V ((1− )Z∗ +  NZ)] + ((1− )z∗ +  Nz) · x
6 E[V ((1− )Z∗)] + ((1− )z∗ +  Nz) · x;
which proves that
inf
z∈KH2
[v(C00(z)) + z · x]6 inf
z∈K
[v(C00(z)) + z · x];
as in (i).
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Appendix A
To be complete, we give below the proof of the elementary Property 2.4.
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(i) is a direct consequence of the fact that for y ∈ K , yi¿ 0 for each 16 i6d.
(ii) By (i), e belongs to K˜01, so that ‘K (y)6 ‖y‖e.
(iii) The homogeneity is obvious. The continuity is easily deduced from the fact that
K˜01 is compact.
(iv) Obviously, if y∈K then ‘K (y)¿ 0. Suppose now that the previous inequality
holds and that y ∈ K . By Hahn–Banach theorem, one may 6nd an x∈Rd such
that for any z ∈K , x · z¿ 0 and x·y¡ 0. Let 9(x) denote the orthogonal projection
of x on K. Then, (x−9(x)) ·z=0 for all z ∈K so that, for any z ∈K; 9(x) ·z¿ 0
(and so 9(x)∈ K˜0) and as y∈K, 9(x) · y = x · y¡ 0. If ‖9(x)‖e = 0, we get a
contradiction. On the other hand, if ‖9(x)‖e ¿ 0, then 9(x)=‖9(x)‖e ∈ K˜01, and so
9(x)=‖9(x)‖e · y¿ ‘K (y)¿ 0, a contradiction too.
(v) Suppose that y∈ ri(K). There exists ¿ 0 such that if ‖x − y‖¡ and x ∈K,
then x∈K . Observe that there is a :¿ 0 such that for any x, : ‖x‖6 ‖xe‖.
Suppose ‘K (y)=0. One may 6nd x∗ ∈ K˜01 ⊂K such that x∗ ·y6 =2:2. For any
−¡¡ 0, y+x∗ ∈K . Therefore, 06 x∗ · (y+x∗)=x∗ ·y+‖x∗‖26 =2:2+
=:2, using in the last inequality the fact that ‖x∗‖e = 1. Hence a contradiction,
if ¡− =2.
The converse implication results from the continuity of ‘K and the characteri-
zation (iv) of K .
(vi) For x∈ K˜01, one has x · (y − ‘K (y)e)¿ x · y − ‘K (y)‖x‖e = x · y − ‘K (y)¿ 0 so
that y ¡K ‘K (y)e :
Moreover, −‘K (−y)e−y‘K (e) =maxz∈K˜01 z·ye−y‘K (e). Therefore, x·(maxz∈K˜01
z ·ye−y‘K (e))= [maxz∈K˜01 z ·y]x · e− x ·y‘K (e)¿ ‘K (e)[maxz∈K˜01z ·y− x ·y]¿ 0
for all x ∈ K˜01.
(vii) For x ∈ K˜01, using (v), one has 06 x · (y − fe)6 x · y − fce for some ce ¿ 0
since e∈ ri(K).
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